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HIGHLIGHTS / STORY IDEAS 
• Local financial advisor offers tips to adjust to economic reset.  
• Advisor: We are in the midst of an economic shift. This is not just a cycle but a permanent reset, 

permanently changing elements of our economy. 
• Bylined version available upon request. 
• For more information or story ideas visit www.mediasourceportal.com. 

 

Lifestyle and Economic Changes  
May be Permanent 

Financial Professional Offers Personal Strategies for  
Adjusting to the New Economy 

 
SAN DIEGO, CA (May 18, 2009) — House-cleaning services, once deemed a “required” expense to allow more 

time for paid productivity, is now an unaffordable luxury. The money used to rid one’s home of dust bunnies now 

seems better saved for looming college bills. Collectively, such cost-cutting decisions amount to a prudent 

reaction to a serious economic shift and what some are calling an economic reset.  

 

Shock dealt by the market is laying the foundation for deep, long- term change where quick or temporary 

adjustments won’t do. Rocked to their core, consumers are saying a good-bye to frivolous expenditures. In fact, 

Americans say that even after the recession ends, their spending will return to just 86% of pre-recession levels, 

which equates to an approximate 10% drop, according to a new survey by AlixPartners LLP. On the savings front, 

the survey revealed that once the recession ends, Americans plan to save 14% of their total earnings, with the 

replenishment of their 401(k) and other retirement savings their biggest long-term concerns. In the end, this 

financial crisis may be recorded as a “generation-changing moment” where investors chose risk management over 

risky business.  
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John L. Jenkins 
AEP, EA, CFP® 



To help adjust to and even prosper in this “reset” economy, John Jenkins, president and CEO of Asset 

Preservation Strategies, recommends the following: 

 

1. Focus on personal economy. The quick fix portfolio move should be replaced with a lengthened 

perspective by reviewing long-term goals. Instead of reacting to sensational headlines, consumers would 

do well to run some real numbers to determine where they stand.  

 

Good decision making happens when a person feels confident in their current position. With 

unemployment soaring as the market slides, it’s more important than ever to maintain an adequate 

emergency fund. “Rather than the traditional three months of expenses, I suggest people have eight 

months in an accessible, liquid account -- more if the recession puts your job at risk,” says Jenkins. 

Naturally, it’s also crucial to limit consumer debt. 

 

2. Reassess asset allocation. Especially when the stock market is down, it’s necessary to evaluate investment 

objectives and understand how they relate to risk tolerance and an investment timeline. Many investors 

are now deciding their portfolio requires additional building blocks. For instance, investors who were 

over-weighted in equities are looking to cash, real estate, and even alternative investments for the 

beneficial diversifying role they could play.  

 

Also, whereas decades ago, investors began with equities and then built a defensive wall with fixed 

income and cash, many investors close to retirement now lead with the need to protect their nest egg. No 

longer able to count on an up market and rising home values, risk management has center stage. 

According to Jenkins, “If you first make allocations to cash and fixed income to provide a line of defense, 

it likely will be easier to commit to the longer time period required to potentially profit from your equity 

investments.” At the same time, younger investors are hearing that the down market presents an 

unprecedented buying opportunity. A lot of good companies are on sale right now, so it may be a good 

time for younger investors to increase their equity exposure from 20% to 40%, or in some cases 40% to 

60%.  

 

3. Think long-term. Nowhere is patience more necessary than in the real estate market. Although bargain 

basement prices and tax credits are carrots dangling in front of renters, the recession has changed the real 

estate playing field and the home financing market has transformed. Consumers in the market for a 

mortgage need a secure job and a good FICA score in order to meet lenders' strict income and credit 

requirements. Be ready, too, to come up with a higher down payment than was required a few years ago. 



“And you should buy a home only if you intend to live there for seven to ten years,” says Jenkins. “It may 

now take that long to appreciate in value.” 

- more - 

As Jeff Immelt, chief executive officer of General Electric Co. said to a shareholder group earlier this year, “If you 

think this is only a cycle, you're just wrong. This is a permanent reset. There are going to be elements of the 

economy that will never be the same, ever."  

 

About John Jenkins and Asset Preservation Strategies, Inc. 

John Jenkins is president and founder of San Diego-based Asset Preservation Strategies, Inc., which provides a 

team of financial professionals collaborating to address all of the elements of successful wealth management. He 

has conducted numerous financial planning workshops during his career and has been a guest on the PBS show 

“The Money Makers” and its successor, “The Financial Advisors,” as well as the syndicated news magazine show 

“Heartbeat of the City.” Jenkins has also authored and co-authored several financial planning books and 

publications. He is frequently quoted in the financial press, including Financial Planning News, The San Diego 

Union-Tribune, the La Jolla Light and the San Diego Business Journal. He has been named for three years in a 

row as a 5 Star, Best in Client Satisfaction Wealth Manager by San Diego Magazine based on surveys of more 

than 30,000 clients of wealth mangers and data from more than 4,000 financial service professionals.  Learn 

more at www.asset-preservation.com  
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NOTE: 
When you need a knowledgeable professional to speak on complicated financial topics in an easy-to-understand and 
engaging manner, please call John Jenkins at Asset Preservation Strategies, Inc.  
 
Registered Representative of and securities offered through Securities America, Inc., Member FINRA/SIPC. Investment 
Advisor Representative of and Advisory services offered through Asset Preservation Strategies, Inc., a SEC Registered 
Investment Advisor.  California Insurance License #0647708. Asset Preservation Strategies, Inc. and Securities America, Inc. 
are not affiliated companies. 
 
SOURCE: Written by John Jenkins, Securities America, Inc. Registered Representative, in conjunction with Marie Swift.  
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